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METEC; Graded Scratch Races - January 24
th

Despite it being a long weekend, there being two-dozen of our
members in Bright for the Alpine Classic and another dozen or
so in Adelaide to watch the Tour Down Under it was still 114
legs that turned up at METEC for the day’s racing.  The
forecast for the day: mild and windy - which is what we got.
We were all thankful to be at METEC rather than Casey
Fields, the Southerly, like a wall as the race turned off the
finish straight into the short southbound stretch before going
over the hump, would have been torturous at Casey Fields.

Some banter around the registration desk resulted in Cameron
Winton kindly offering to take some notes for this week’s
newsletter, what he wrote follows;

Race report

There was a strong South-westerly blowing as the riders took
the line to start.  A-grade was slightly lacking in substance
with the absence of super-marshal Cameron Winton.  There
was a feeling of general relaxation pervading those who had
arrived until Mick Day arrived, his over-serious nature cast a
pall upon everybody, especially those who were to be racing
against him, but most everybody who he came into contact
with.  Clouds peppered the sky but blue was prevalent, likely
adding to the harmonious mood.

Race briefing mentioned a “ride of the day” - just another
responsibility for this super-marshal to bear.  The first five
minutes were relatively uneventful until the a-grade bunch
captain – Guy Green, ordered one of the five a-graders off with
a dangerous skewer (after a lap out it was back to five - ed.).

There was some forcing of the pace in b-grade leading to the
bunch captain being dropped ignominiously within the first
four laps.  At the fifteen minute mark Nigel Kimber responded
to a move by Paul Wilson and the pair moved off the front of
the bunch.  At the same time Peter Castillo launched himself
off the front of c-grade.

The b-grade break was back in the fold within a lap but the
numbers had thinned.  All the other groups were gruppo
compatto at this stage.  Since the start a-grade had been
effectively riding a team time trial until at the twenty minute
mark Phil Thompson gave up the unequal struggle to leave just
four in the race.

A third of the way in Dave McCormack att acked in c-grade as
Cube Taylor att acked d-grade.  Paul Wilson thought it an
opportune time himself creating a large gap over the b-grade
bunch quickly.  Dave McCormack’s moments of freedom were
fleeting as he was soon back in the fold.  Nothing had happened
to have an observer expect anything but a sprint in the lower
grades (f, e & d).  Twenty-five minutes in Paul Wilson’s (b) 5-6
laps alone finished when the bunch brought him back.

Thirty minutes in, the situation was not a single bunch had
anyone att acking leaving this intrepid race reporter/marshal
(Cameron Winton) struggling to find things to write and/or stay
awake.

Given that Paul Wilson (b) had made a couple of moves he was a
reasonable possibility for ride of the day, but there was a long
way to go.

As if hoping to gain points towards the coveted ride of the day
award Grant Greenhalgh, Peter Ransome and Dave McCormack
decided to step out of the shadows of the c-grade bunch, opening
a small gap.  A and B continued to motor along whist lethargy
seemed to be the over-riding feeling in all the other bunches.
Then Dave McCormack (c) went again, just after his last break
had been brought to heel.  A lap later c-grade was back together.
With about half an hour to race the wind died down and Dave
McCormack’s (c) att acks were looking less and less threatening
with every tick of the clock.  This led me to cogitate on the notion
of “Ride of the Day”, was it to be a quality or a quantity based
decision.  Clearly having quantity as the criteria would be
ludicrous so the race end would decide it.

The event of Guy Green snapping a spoke snapped me out of my
stupor leaving the three others in a-grade to circulate while he
grabbed another wheel.  Dave McCormack jumped c-grade to
open a 50m gap which took a couple of laps before a response
reeled him in.

F-grade got the bell on the hour and Paul Wilson hit b-grade
again as Allan Goodrope surprised c-grade and powered away,
Allan reading the bunch well.

The f-grade sprint was taken by Laurie Bohn who beat Charles
Lethbridge by a tyre, Keith Bowen holding on for third

e-grade was won convincingly by JC Wilson over life-member
Alan Sandford and Ross Gardiner.  These finishes weren’t quite
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as exciting as the collecting spectators had suggested they
might be.

Alan Goodrope, with down-tube shifters embarrassed the c-
grade regulars with great solo work, his ride challenging Paul
Wilson for “Ride of the Day”, Paul having been off the front
so often as to almost merit the accusation – anti-social.

The d-grade sprint finished with Michael Pearce throwing
needlessly as he was half a bike length ahead of Paul Kelly &
Cube Taylor.  Television bunch sprint replays could possibly
be blamed for that.

Allan Goodrope took c-grade by ½km. Chris Norbury faded in
the sprint but held off Peter Castillo to finish second.  Dave
McCormack was no where to be seen, so no ride of the day for
him.

Paul Wilson held off the b-grade bunch and was followed in by
Trevor Coulter and Nigel Kimber in a close finish

Gerard Donnelly beat Mick Day in a close sprint with Rob
Amos finishing a strong third.

a-grade

In the a-grade race it was quality over quantity, only five
starters but of a calibre that meant it was going to be a hard
slog for the one-hour twenty the race referee had decreed as an
appropriate duration.

True to expectations the pace was on from the gun and barely
let up for eighty minutes.  The only two periods of respite were
when Phil Thompson took a lap out to rectify a loose skewer
and when the bunch eased off after Guy Green broke a spoke,
giving him time to replace the wheel and rejoin the race.

Phil made the required adjustment and returned to the fray, but
with Guy Green, Mick Day and Gerard Donnelly doing all
they could to hurt each other he was only able to hold on for as
long as he'd hung on before, being dropped around twenty
minutes in.  The loss of Phil brought the race down to four,
Gerrard, Mick and Guy still taking turns at the front at speeds
that were designed to hurt.  Rob Amos doing all he could to
hold on and then keep the punishment up when it was his turn
to set the pace.

An hour into the race a spoke went in Guy's back wheel, much
to the relief of Rob the other three agreed to back it down a bit
whilst Guy endeavoured to rectify the problem.  Unfortunately
having ridden to METEC and having some obscure running
gear (Campagnolo? - ed?) he had no spare and could find no
wheel to borrow.  When it became obvious Guy wasn't
returning to the field the pace returned to its previous
punishing level, the three dividing the lap into thirds and
running a team pursuit.  The emphasis shifting from doing
damage to each other to working together - but hard.

On the last lap, Michael jumped out of the tight corner with
Gerard on his wheel, Rob was unable to respond having just
finished a turn into the head wind along the bottom straight.

Gerard coming off Michael’s wheel to take out the sprint, Mick
not having enough road to come back past.

b-grade (Nigel Kimber)

The handicapper handed me a green helmet cover before I'd
handed Ronnie two purple notes - so it was to be b-grade for me
this week, and an hour and fifteen minutes in the company of a
small group of a dozen b-grade regulars.  Having been away from
this group for a while and with most of those whom I had raced
against away at the Alpine I was a little out of sorts with who was
who, who to watch and who was likely to do what.

As the starter set us off Kevin Starr took the lead and Nigel
Frayne's description rang bells in my head - "ready or not Kev",
with minimal warm-up this was going to hurt.  And hurt it did,
the first fifteen minutes run at a clip that had us pacing a-grade.
Kevin, Paul Wilson, Damiano Ambrosini and a couple of others
doing their best to rip the legs off the others.  Paul Wilson getting
clear a couple of times as the bunch eased up off the hump to
catch its breath had yours truly extending himself to return the
wayward Paul to the group.  After twenty minutes the pace
seemed to ease a tad and I went to the back of the bunch for a bit
of a break - eighth wheel and that was it, the first quarter of the
race cutting a third of the field.

The rest didn’t last long as Paul again separated himself from the
bunch, this time I wasn’t going to chase but the pace increased all
the same.  When one rider decided to use an intervening bunch
and the neutral corner (left hander off the hump) to his advantage
in bridging to Paul it was time to act.  After clearing the corner it
was pedal to the medal to pass the intervening bunch and chase
down the miscreant, the bunch momentum also rounding up Paul
before lap’s end.

As Paul came back into the group he suggested that the pair of us
just ride away, sounded like a good idea but with still forty
minutes to race, a taxing headwind section and a chase group of
six (if they got organised) it would be tough.  A lap’s rest
followed by another lap’s rest (another bunch between us and the
neutral corner) then Paul launched himself off the front followed
by Nigel (that’d be me), despite digging deep the others saw what
was happening and dug just as deep just as quick and it was still
together.  Another lap, another attempt, another response - this
wasn’t looking like it was going to work.

Another couple of laps circulating and it was my turn to have a go
at initiating a break, out of the first corner, into the wind and out
of the saddle only to have all and sundry respond.  Next lap, same
thing, same response.  OK, back to the back to consider the
options, this time it was fifth wheel, the moves of the previous
twenty (or so) minutes shaking a few more from the bunch.

A couple more laps circulating until Paul again went up the road.
Fifteen minutes from home this had potential and with minimal
response from the bunch Paul soon had a good gap over the four
behind.  His gap was never allowed to get more than around a
hundred and fifty metres but never got much less than that either.
As the clock wound down and the laps passed beneath the wheels
Paul willed the bell to be rung and I ran the options through my
oxygen depleted brain.  The best plan I could come up with was



leave Paul to his own devices, he deserved the win, but if he
bonked be prepared to go it myself.

The bell rang and Paul was still clear and riding strongly only
a mechanical or serious cramp would deprive him the win.
Kevin Starr made the first (and only) move of the last lap,
jumping along the windward stretch.  But I heard him coming
and was on his wheel before he got away.  The mandatory
150m burying yourself before checking your wheel had us all
around the corner and onto the hump before he realised we
were all there.  I didn’t hear him slow up and found myself
leading the bunch through the right-hander, up past the traffic
lights and around the last corner.  So that’s how it was going to
be.

Not wanting to give any advantage I wound it up along the
extreme right of the finish straight, if anybody was going to
pass me they’d have to do it at speed and into the wind.
Trevor Coulter did.  His initial acceleration giving him a wheel
advantage that was enough to take him across the line half a
wheel ahead, I don’t know what happened with the other two
but they were there after the finish so couldn’t have been too
far off the pace.

Thanks Graeme, it felt good to be in the hunt.

Figures: 1:12:59 at 36.7kph for 44.73k

c-grade

No report

d-grade (Andrew Buchanan)

Ben DeJong led the smallish bunch of twelve d-graders into
the first lap, around a breezy METEC circuit.  The even pace
soon went up a notch when Cube Taylor and Neil Cartledge
took alternate cracks at the lead.  The solid pace lasting until
about the 15 min mark.

Around the middle stages, others took turns at piloting the
bunch including Graeme (Parker), Brett Robinson, Andrew
Buchanan and Nick Hainal.  These guys didn’t last long at the
top as Neil, putting his new Cervello stead through its paces,
and Cube had no hesitation taking the front if they thought the
pace got too friendly!

The genuine pace lasted towards the latter stages, the pace only
backing off when riders began anticipating the bell.  After a
few ‘false alarms’ the bell finally tolled for d-grade at around
65 minutes.

Richard Dobson led the group into the final lap, until pressed
by Neil, Andrew and Peter Mackie at the hump.  With the
Cervello performing beautifully, Neil took the lead soon after,
but the challengers were up and doing.  Brett looked the

winner as he swept to the front passing the lights, and led into the
straight.  But fresher legs were closing fast seeing Mick Pearce
finish too well and taking the race, closely followed by Paul Kelly
in second.  Cube Taylor raised yet another effort to grab third,
ahead of Brett and Neil.

e-grade (Les McLean)

Eleven riders faced the starter with a consistent south west wind
blowing.  The pace for the first two laps was fairly slow as the
riders eased themselves into the race.  But then the inevitable
happened when Peter Kronemann moved to the front on his big
gear and started to speed things up.  He kept this up until
Matthew Robinson took over and he too kept up the high
cadence.  The rest just sat in the field and were content to be
sucked along.

It was then that Ross Gardiner and Sam Bruzzese took over from
Peter and Matthew and kept up the frontal attacks.  It was these
four riders who did most of the fast turns with Peter Stack putting
in his bit at odd times.  All the rest were content to sit there as
these pace-makers were making it a little hard and no one else
wanted to expend their reserves so to speak.

This whole scenario went on for almost the entire race with Clive
Wright, Les McLean and JC Wilson also doing their small
contribution at the front.

Peter Kronemann, Matthew and Ross worked tirelessly at the
front keeping the pace well up.  There were no great attacks by
anybody to try to jump away and probably the reason for this was
the consistently high race speed.

Just before the bell the riders who were near the back started to
move up near the front with JC moving right to the front and the
pace slowed somewhat.  Great tactics by JC as this change of
pace caused the whole field to bunch up and this made it very
difficult for riders to pick a good sprint line.  The pace slightly
increased coming over the bridge and towards the final bend with
everyone well bunched up.  JC then took off around the bend and
jumped coming into the straight with Alan Sandford trying to go
with him.  The other would be sprinters got caught in the traffic
melee coming through the final bend and by that stage JC and
Alan had moved well clear.  JC took a line on the extreme right of
the finish in order to be protected from the headwind should
anyone try to get past.  The race finished with JC followed by
Alan and a well deserved third place by Ross Gardiner who did a
great deal of work throughout the race and it was just a
procession across the line by the remainder of the riders.

f-grade

No report.



Results

First Second Third

a-grade (5) Mick Day Gerard Donnelly Rob Amos

b-grade (12) Paul Wilson Trevor Coulter Nigel Kimber

c-grade (11) Allan Goodrope Chris Norbury Peter Castillo

d-grade (12) Michael Pearce Paul Kelly Cube Taylor

e-grade (11) JC Wilson Alan Sandford Ross Gardiner

f-grade (6) Laurie Bohn Charles Lethbridge Keith Bowen

Officials

Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries, to Cameron Winton and the few others who
helped run the day.  Thanks also to JC for bringing the trailer, to Peter Mackie with the drinks and thanks to Richard Dobson who
is responsible for the roster and looking after helmet covers and numbers.

Eastern Vets Program
Saturday January 31 2:00pm Dunlop Road Omara Graded Scratch Races

Monday February 2 8:00pm Maroondah Club Monthly meeting

Saturday February 7 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday February 14 2:00pm Dunlop Road Omara Graded Scratch Races

Saturday February 21 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Tuesday Feb
Mar

3,10,17,28
3,10,17,28

6:00pm METEC
NB. No entry before 5:00pm

Graded Scratch Races

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday February 1 10:00am East Trentham 48k handicap

Sunday February 8 9:30am Toolernvale Alan Anderson Memorial handicap

Sun day February 15 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday February 22 10:00am Avenel Road, Seymour 48k handicap

Victorian Veteran Cycling Council Program
Sunday March 8 9:30am Woodstock on Loddon 56k Handicap 2/3 - $15

Other Results, etc.:

Club Aggregate Champion:

In recognition of their achievement the current Club Aggregate Champion will wear the number 1 throughout the year regardless
of what grade that rider rides in.  This year it is Rob Amos who will be wearing number one.

Hot Weather Policy:

The hot weather rule for Saturday racing is that if the forecast at 10:40 am (the latest forecast from the BOM) is for a maximum
of 35 degrees or more racing will be cancelled.  Under conditions of high humidity racing may be cancelled even though the
forecast temperature is less than 35.  A decision will be made on Saturday morning at 10:40 and communicated by email and
with a message on the race day phone (0407 688 154). 

Note that even if the forecast temperature is for less than 35 degrees if the temperature at race time exceeds 35 degrees, racing
will be cancelled.



Colin O’Brien’s Alpine Classic (…a nervous classic first timer!)

My $112 for the classic was not wasted! Fortune from the weather gods favoured us and a predicted 380C was downgraded to a
330C for Bright on the Sunday…I guess that it was somewhere from 330C to 360C.  We had some minor hiccups commencing
with a 10 to 15 minute delay while Steve Short had to return to the motel for something he forgot.  Then about six of us headed
off together…a number of other Eastern Vets had already left or were in the 6:40am group for the 200km...our intended goal.
We estimated it was around 10 or 11C based upon our goose bumps and the forecast 90C overnight for Wangaratta.  I decided to
leave any warm gear at home knowing that after a few km the rise up Tawonga Gap would mean such items would be redundant
for the rest of the day (not quite correct as it turned out).  There was Andrew Dicks, Ian Smith, Steve Short, Matt White, Thorkild
Muurholm, me and Ross Tinkler with his son for an early morning ride for a few km (who was to join us later in the day from
Bright for an “easy 70km up-and-down Buffalo!).

We rested up at Tawonga Gap where the view was beautiful on a cool and sunny morning.  Steve and Andrew arrived a few
minutes later as Andrew is a type I diabetic and this was going to be quite a challenging day for him.  Thorkild with those huge
calves driving his pedals was, as always, ahead during much of the ride as we pottered along.  Then, a speedy descent down to
Mt. Beauty and continuing straight ahead to Falls Creek.  It has been many years since I have been to Falls so I could not
remember the terrain.  The climbing and descending was a little cruel…I just wanted it to keep going up which it eventually did
for about 15km to the top.  Again we rested, ate and waited for Steve who was accompanying Andrew.  This time it was for
about 45 minutes as Andrew was struggling a little…I had not appreciated until then his circumstances and its impact on his
mammoth challenge.  We saw a few Eastern Riders arrive and leave while we continued to wait.

Then the fun part…again!  With Matt White a known fast descender taking off followed by myself and Ian we headed down.
Matt was about 200 metres ahead as we came to one of those bends that keeps on going around…at an estimated 50kph.
Unfortunately Matt lost control after entering the corner and when he braked hard lost his back wheel and crashed into the side of
a four wheel drive coming up the hill and fell on to the ground.  I did not see the accident but Matt was still on the ground with
his bike and just getting up as I came around.  It was quite dangerous as riders were flying around the corner blind with Matt on
the ground.  His bike rear wheel was, well, a unique shape, and no doubt Matt will have a lot of bruises which will surface over
the next few days.  We made alternative arrangements for him…the shaken driver took him back up to Falls where Steph picked
him up.

The consensus was that hitting the vehicle and bouncing down on to the road was the luckiest of three options for Matt.  The
other two being hitting the front of the four wheel drive (that would have been very serious), or, sliding across the road into the
barrier and possibly catapulting over the edge and down the slope.

But it was clear by now that this was not going to be a short day!

From there we managed a more conservative descent and then the tough Tawonga climb.  To add to Andrew’s challenge (on his
mountain bike and being type 1) he also incurred a puncture!  With Ian waiting for Andrew, Steve and I headed down to Bright
while Thorkild was already on the way.  We all met up in Bright before our late commencement up Buffalo.  Ross Tinkler and
Andrew Thompson (friend) joined us on their mountain bikes for a training ride up Buffalo.  By now the heat had kicked on so
we knew it was going to be slow and hard up to the top…made all the more discouraging as many first riders (6:20 and 6:40
start) were coming back to Bright from Buffalo…I think it was about 2pm before we headed up.  But we made it, hot as it was on
the first half of Buffalo…certainly the most difficult part of the day.  We periodically rested at the water stops on the way and at
Dingo Dell for at least 45 minutes before and after Andrew Dicks arrived while we enjoyed some carrot cake and icypole.  We
left around 6pm and a couple of km later were almost shivering in the encroaching mountain shadows...but it only lasted until we
hit the sun again.

On the way down we came across Andrew Thompson on his mountain bike and broken frame!  We hailed a van to take his bike
part way down the mountain where he met his wife Heather to come pick him and the bike up.  This was not a day in which the
mountain gods had been kind to all Eastern Vets riders.  By now there were very few cars on the road or bikes coming up so we
had the descent almost completely to ourselves…that was fun.  Finally making it back at 7.07pm after Thorkild kindly time
trialed us in the last few km at 34 to 36kph).  As a type 1 diabetic Andrew’s effort was fantastic and with great support from
Steve and Ian.  A long day with many delays followed by pizza and beer back at the motel on the lawn.

The last part up Buffalo was clearly the most difficult but I am pleased to have done it in my first attempt…and that the weather
wasn’t so hot as to prevent it. I plan on entering next year.

And special thanks to Steph for driving 130km across to Falls Creek to pick up Matt and his bike, Heather for collecting Andrew
and Lucy Thompson for ordering the 13 large pizzas.
Cheers
Colin O’Brien



*******************


